To reduce the cost of cycle-accurate software simulation of microarchitectures, many researchers use statistical sampling: by simulating only a small, representative subset of the end-to-end dynamic instruction stream in cycle-accurate detail, simulation results complete in much less time than simulating the cycle-by-cycle progress of an entire benchmark. In order for sampled simulation results to accurately reflect the nature the full dynamic instruction stream, however, state in the simulated cache and branch predictor must match or closely approximate state as it would have appeared had cycle-accurate simulation been used for the entire simulation. Researchers typically address this issue by prefixing a period of warmup-in which cache and branch predictor state are modeled in addition to programmer-visible architected state-to each cluster of contiguous instructions in the sample.
INTRODUCTION
Highly detailed, cycle-by-cycle simulation of a microprocessor in software is prohibitively slow. On the fastest hardware, simulation commonly proceeds several orders of magnitude slower than native execution. KleinOsowski et al. [2000] show that modeling SPEC CPU2000 [Standard Performance Evaluation Corporation 1999] benchmarks in cycle-accurate detail on reference inputs can take many weeks. Still, software simulation is fundamental to all computer architecture research. To make cycle-accurate simulation a more tractable alternative, KleinOsowski and Lilja [2002] propose MinneSPEC: a novel workload of reduced inputs for the SPEC CPU2000 benchmarks that simulate to completion in significantly less time than original reference inputs, thereby allowing researchers to explore a larger space of simulator configurations in a reasonable amount of time. For several of the benchmarks, the MinneSPEC workload also mimics execution behaviors (e.g., function-level execution pattern, instruction mix) seen with the reference inputs.
Another approach to make simulation-driven research tractable used by many studies is to employ sampling: taking measurements from a small, representative subset of the end-to-end dynamic instruction stream. The remainder of this paper specifically concerns acceleration of simulation that uses sampling. Since it is precisely the software simulation of the cycle-by-cycle progression of individual instructions through the pipeline that produces the overwhelming slowdowns, in sampled simulation only the subset of instructions which constitutes the sample are modeled in cycle-accurate detail. Fortunately, measuring the instruction throughput (i.e., instructions per cycle, IPC) of only a subset of the instructions can-for a properly chosen subset-yield information about the instruction throughput of a benchmark's entire end-to-end execution. Conte et al. [1996] , Sherwood et al. [2001 Sherwood et al. [ , 2002 , Skadron et al. [1999] , Perelman et al. [2003] , and Wunderlich et al. [2003] propose strategies for choosing representative samples that yield good approximations to the true end-to-end IPC; all of these will be discussed in Section 2.
To ensure the integrity of sampled measurements, the simulated processor state must be accurately established prior to the cycle-accurate simulation of each cluster. In other words, accuracy is predicated upon successfully defeating the so-called cold-start bias; because cache and branch predictor performance are critical to microprocessor performance, if the state of the cache (at all levels of the hierarchy) and branch predictor do not appear at least approximately as they would have had the entire simulation been performed in cycle-accurate detail as cycle-accurate simulation of a cluster begins, the simulation results may be inaccurate.
One straightforward technique to guarantee the accuracy of cache and branch predictor state is to model the interaction of each memory referenceinstructions and data-with the cache hierarchy and every control-flow instruction with the branch predictor while the simulator is executing precluster instructions. (All cache and branch predictor interactions are already modeled within the cycle-accurate clusters.) Though its accuracy is sound in terms of cache and branch predictor state, this FULLWARMUP method is heavy handed.
While not as expensive (in terms of simulation running time) as cycle-accurate simulation, modeling all cache and branch predictor interactions is still costly.
To accelerate sampled simulation even further, one can avoid FULL-WARMUP by only modeling those interactions that occur within a certain number of instructions prior to each sample cluster [Conte et al. 1996; Crowley and Baer 1999; Eeckhout et al. 2003; Skadron 2001, 2003; Kessler et al. 1991; Nguyen et al. 1997] . This approach exploits temporal locality [Hennessy and Patterson 1995] : the propensity of programs to demonstrate a strong correlation between recency of use and next use, for example, of cache blocks. In other words, of those references that precede each sample cluster, references that occur nearest to the cluster are the most likely to be necessary for the accurate simulation of the cluster itself. Hence, by modeling cache and branch predictor activity for only a subset of these precluster warmup instructions, the simulated cache and branch predictor state can still approximate the state that would have resulted had cycle-accurate simulation or FULLWARMUP been used.
Heuristic methods for determining the number of warmup instructions propose warming up a fixed number of instructions preceding each sample cluster [Conte et al. 1996 ], a fixed percentage of preceding instructions [Crowley and Baer 1999; Kessler et al. 1991] , and/or simply recycling cache and branch predictor state as it existed at the conclusion of the previous cluster [Crowley and Baer 1999] . Haskins, Jr. and Skadron [2001] showed, however, that fixed-length warmup, such as the 7000-instruction duration proposed in Conte et al. [1996] , for branch-predictor warmup 1 does not warmup cache state as effectively as the more rigorous, adaptive MSE. While 7000-instruction warmup produced an error of less than 4% relative to FULLWARMUP on average, such a technique cannot be reliably applied to caches because the results are not "trustworthy." This becomes apparent when one considers that the worst-case relative error produced by 7000-instruction warmup was almost 10%-more than five times worse than MSE's worst-case relative error. This result suggests that there is no one-size-fits-all fixed-length warmup duration: Some fixed-length approaches would fail to warmup enough references to ensure precise cycle-accurate simulation, while others will fail to optimally accelerate simulation by warming up too many instructions. An analogous argument can be made of warmup techniques that propose warming up some fixed percentage of instructions that precede each cycle-accurate cluster; this is corroborated by Crowley and Baer [1999] , which claims that warming up 50% of references does not reliably eliminate bias for large caches. On the contrary, our research specifically compares warmup techniques that-according to some analytical model-ensure accurate warmup with high probability and produce as much speedup as possible within that analytical framework. Neither of these requirements is met by warmup techniques that specify an arbitrary amount of warmup. Hence, since the superiority of analytical methods has already been established we do not experiment with fixed-number or fixed-percentage warmup techniques in this paper.
This paper compares minimal subset evaluation (MSE) and memory reference reuse latency (MRRL-MSE's progeny): two rigorous techniques proposed by the authors for accelerating sampled microarchitecture simulations by reducing the amount of cache and branch predictor warmup prior to each sample cluster. MSE determines the number of warmup instructions based on the number of unique memory references that would have to be modeled in order to touch a certain fraction of cache blocks with user-chosen probability p. MRRL determines when to engage cache and branch predictor warmup by exploiting memory reference reuse latencies (MRRL)-a count of the number of instructions that elapse between successive references to the same address.
In this paper, our objective is not to explore tactics for effective sampling; our experiments in this paper use random cluster sampling for ease of deployment, precedent [Conte et al. 1996; Haskins, Jr. and Skadron 2003] , and amenability to rigorous statistical analysis. Rather, having argued and cited the deficiencies of heuristic methods, our objective is to demonstrate definitively the superiority of MRRL over its predecessors in term of flexibility, applicability, and amount of speedup achieved. It should be noted, however, that while our experiments for this paper use random cluster sampling, one of the chief goals in the development of MSE and MRRL was to develop warmup methodologies that are, to the extent possible, independent of, and therefore useful with, other sampling techniques [Perelman et al. 2003; Sherwood et al. 2001 Sherwood et al. , 2002 Skadron et al. 1999; Wunderlich et al. 2003 ].
Another significant contribution of this research has been the development of software that implements the techniques described in this paper; we have additionally implemented significant modifications to the sim-outorder component of the SimpleScalar [Austin and Burger 1998; Burger and Austin 1997] tool set which facilitate sampled simulation, and MRRL-based warmup. These tools are linked to from the Web site for the Laboratory for Computer Architecture and Virginia (LAVA) at http://lava.cs.virginia.edu/. Our chief contribution has been the development of two techniques that preserve simulation accuracy while significantly accelerating sampled simulation, thus rendering software simulation a more attractive technique for microarchitecture research.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We discuss related work in Section 2. Section 3 briefly reviews the MSE and MRRL acceleration techniques and discusses their application to sampled simulation. Section 4 contrasts MSE and MRRL and describes why MRRL is superior to its predecessor. Finally, we explain our experimental methodology in Section 5, present our results in Section 6, and conclude in Section 7.
RELATED WORK
Several studies examine ways to reduce overall simulation running times by executing only a small subset of the benchmark in cycle-accurate detail. Skadron et al. [1999] identify short, representative simulation windows of 50 million instructions for the SPECInt95 benchmarks. The key insight which guides their approach is to observe code segment execution frequencies to distinguish and bypass unrepresentative start-up (e.g., data structure setup and • J. W. Haskins, Jr. and K. Skadron initialization) behavior; cycle-accurate simulation begins after fast-forwarding beyond a benchmark's start-up phase. Ochoa et al. [1996] and Conte et al. [1996] take a different approach and instead simulate multiple fixed-sized clusters of contiguous instructions from the complete dynamic instruction stream. The former opts for uniformly distributed sample clusters, whereas the latter opts for randomly distributed sample clusters. In spite of warming up all noncluster instructions, by modeling only a small fraction of the end-to-end instruction stream in cycle-accurate detail Ochoa et al. achieve a significant speedup while accurately estimating instruction latency within a simulated pipeline. Conte et al. realize further speedup by recycling stale predictor state from the previous cluster and prefixing a short warmup interval of at least 7000 instructions prior to each cluster, and achieve very small errors of a few percent in the observed mean IPC. In the experiments conducted for this research we used random cluster sampling and similar to Conte et al. [1996] , break the precluster instructions into two segments with the latter segment composing the warmup interval determined by MSE/MRRL and recycling stale cache and branch predictor state. Sherwood et al. [2001] propose basic block distribution analysis (BBDA). Their technique profiles the execution frequency of a benchmark's basic blocks in order to isolate a contiguous subset of the dynamic instruction stream whose execution characteristics closely mimic the complete, end-to-end execution of the benchmark. BBDA's key insight is that periodic basic block execution frequency behavior reflects the periodicity of various architectural metrics such as IPC, cache miss rate, and branch predictor accuracy in cycle-accurate simulation. In Sherwood et al. [2002] , Sherwood et al. build upon the BBDA concept to create a technique that automatically isolates multiple contiguous subsets of the dynamic instruction stream since some benchmarks' behavior is too complex to be characterized by a single instruction stream slice. As a continuation of this research, Perelman et al. [2003] analyze algorithms that target the early dynamic instruction stream to find simulation points that closely approximate the end-to-end execution; because these simulation points occur close to the beginning of a benchmark's dynamic instruction stream, less simulation time is required to arrive at the sample clusters. In all three cases their aim is to reduce simulation times by only executing in cycle-accurate detail, a small representative subset of the dynamic instruction stream. MSE and MRRL are sampling regime agnostic; therefore, as is hypothesized in Perelman et al. [2003] (which states that their research uses "perfect warmup"), both should be well suited to the task of accelerating warmup prior to cycle-accurate modeling of their simulation points. Haskins, Jr. validates this hypothesis for MRRL in by demonstrating that MRRL achieves well over 90% of the maximum potential speedup while diverging from the IPC measured by FULLWARMUP by much less than 1% on average for the automatically chosen simulation points published in Sherwood et al. [2002] .
The SMARTS framework, by Wunderlich et al. [2003] , proposes a rigorous statistical foundation for microarchitecture simulation built upon sampling theory to analytically determine a subset of the population of a benchmark's dynamic instruction stream to simulate in cycle-accurate detail. Their work also explores the importance of warming up simulated hardware state, performing warmup in two stages: functional and detailed. "Functional warming" models cache and branch predictor activity in addition to functional simulation of programmer-visible hardware state; "detailed warming" models the microarchitecture in cycle-accurate detail, but does not gather performance statistics. Their research prepends a period of detailed warming to each simulation cluster; functional warming is performed prior to each period of detailed warming. MSE and MRRL specifically address minimizing the amount of what Wunderlich et al. refer to as functional warming, and is potentially useful for achieving further speedup of SMARTS simulations without compromising accuracy of the results. MSE and MRRL will only reduce the amount of functional warming, however, if doing so will not jeopardize simulation accuracy. Hence, for MSE or MRRL to reduce simulation times, there must be sufficient instructions between the conclusion of a sample cluster and the commencement of the subsequent period of detailed warming to justify exorcising some fraction of the inter-cluster warmup. In their paper, Wunderlich et al. determine the number of sample clusters to simulate, n, based (among other parameters) on a recommended sample cluster size of U = 1000 instructions apiece, starting with n = 10, 000 and adjusting as necessary to achieve the desired level of confidence in the measured instruction latency (i.e., cycles per instruction or CPI). With so many small clusters, MRRL and MSE in particular, may not be able to reduce warmup time, degenerating instead to FULLWARMUP to preserve simulation accuracy. (The impact of intercluster distance upon MSE is demonstrated in Section 6.) This may be alleviated, however, by selecting fewer, larger samples; for example, let U = 100,000 and n = 100. This is a topic for future research.
Heuristics for reducing cold-start bias are studied by Kessler et al. [1991] . They consider using half of a sample's references for warmup purposes; tracking only entries that are known to contain good state, recycling stale state, and flushing state but estimating how much error this introduces. This method, however, of branch predictor warmup described in Conte et al. [1996] and the method of cache warmup described in Crowley and Baer [1999] may compromise accuracy if used to warm up cache sate. If, for instance, a fixed number (e.g., 7000) or fixed percentage (e.g., 50%) of warmup instructions is insufficient to accurately establish cache state, then simulation accuracy will be compromised. On the other hand, if a fixed number or fixed percentage of warmup instructions accurately warms up cache state when a smaller amount of warmup would have established accurate state in less time, then the heuristic has wasted time. It is impossible to state for all possible benchmark programs and input sets, some fixed quantity of warmup that will yield accurate, efficient warmup for cache and branch predictor state. For this reason, these static warmup methods are not included in our study. (Application of the fixed, 7000-instruction warmup to cache state was demonstrated to be untrustworthy in Haskins, Jr. and Skadron [2001] .) Nguyen et al. [1997] , on the other hand, approach the problem of warmup analytically as a part of the trace-driven PARSIM parallel microprocessor simulation system. Their formula calculates a function of the cache block width, associativity, the average population density of memory references within the instruction stream, and the average steady-state cache miss ratio. This solution is a substantial improvement over previous techniques; by approaching the problem analytically, their technique is able to achieve rapid warmup without compromising accuracy. MSE similarly uses probabilistic calculations to estimate a minimal warmup duration. MSE and MRRL are more flexible, however, in that neither imposes the cumbersome requirement of a priori knowledge of the steady-state cache miss ratio; the only straightforward way to determine this quantity would be to measure it directly (e.g., via FULLWARMUP) for each cache configuration under investigation. MSE and MRRL, on the other hand, incur a onetime profiling cost for any sample drawn from a benchmark's end-toend execution that can be used to warmup any cache configuration (and, in the case of MRRL, any branch predictor configuration). For this reason, the warmup technique employed by the PARSIM research is not entirely comparable to MSE or MRRL, and is therefore not included among the warmup techniques measured in this paper. Eeckhout et al. [2003] address the problem of accurately warming up cache state for sampled trace-driven cache research. Their approach defeats coldstart bias by initializing warmup according to those unique reference addresses that are touched during the sample clusters, capitalizing upon the insight that only as many precluster instructions as contain those references need to be warmed up to establish accurate state. This strategy can also be tuned by opting to warmup according to some user-chosen percentage of the unique references that are touched during the clusters. When measuring the sampled trace miss rate, they achieve results very close to the miss rate measured by simulating the whole trace by warming up a precluster interval containing at least 70% of the unique memory addresses touched in the cluster and recycling stale cache state from the previously simulated cluster. Application of their technique to the accurate establishment of branch predictor state, and for accurate sampled pipeline simulations is a subject for future research. Phalke and Gopinath [1995] model interreference gaps (which are equivalent to memory reference reuse latencies) as kth-order Markov chains. By modeling peraddress temporal locality in this way, they were able to develop improved algorithms for page replacement, dynamic memory management, and trace compression. A possible topic for future research is to determine whether reuse latencies thus modeled (rather than measured directly as with MRRL) yield warmup windows that reduce simulation running time while warming up cache and branch predictor state accurately. Thiébaut [1989] draws an analogy between memory access patterns and fractal random walks on the one-dimensional lattice (where a large memory address space mimics the countably infinite lattice). From this framework, Thiébaut describes a method for accurately predicting the miss ratio of fully associative caches. Wood et al. [1991] establish the concept of cache generations. Each cache generation begins immediately after a new line is brought into the cache and ends when the line is evicted and replaced. Their notion of cache generations establishes a framework for analytically estimating the unknown or cold-start reference miss ratio, µ. They further establish that µ is substantially higher than the miss ratio of references chosen at random. Armed with reliableμ-estimated unknown reference miss ratio-they were able to accurately estimate cache miss ratios in sampled trace-driven simulations. While these works do not treat warmup in execution-driven simulation, they were instructive in their analytical assessment of temporal locality in memory reference streams.
In their cache decay research, Kaxiras et al. [2001] use the notion of cache generations to propose a technique of cutting power to (heuristically presumed) dead cache lines, thereby reducing leakage power. For the SPEC CPU2000 benchmarks, their measurements show that for a 32 KB L1 data-cache, a cache line's dead time can range from 45% to as much as 99% of the total time since being loaded. Their work shows that most cache lines' active lifetime is significantly longer than their useful lifetime, which confirms the MRRL hypothesis that references occurring many instructions before a cluster are unlikely to have any relevance within the cluster and can therefore be safely omitted from warmup.
Girbal et al.
[2003] describe a novel technique for accelerating simulation by distributing the job across a number of independently executing CPUs. If, for instance, S CPUs are available, then a benchmark's end-to-end dynamic instruction stream can be broken into S mutually exclusive subsets and simultaneously simulated. Key to their research is synchronizing the simulated state as it appears at the beginning of subset R, with the simulated state as it appears at the conclusion of subset R − 1. To ensure this synchrony, the CPU handling subset R − 1 is allowed to continue simulating instructions beyond its allotted instruction count, concurrent with the simulation of subset R. When the difference between the measurement of some parameter (e.g., instruction throughput) falls below a user-specified threshold value for R − 1 and R, the two are said to be synchronized; hence, subset R may safely proceed, accurately warmed up.
ACCELERATING WARMUP
As in prior research, we achieve efficient execution by breaking the simulation into three separate phases as illustrated in Figure 1 . The first, aggressive fast-forward phase can be considered the "cold" phase; this is followed by the "warm" phase, where cache and branch predictor interactions are modeled; and concluded by the "hot" phase where cycle-accurate simulation of the processor pipeline takes place. The hot phase contains sample cluster instructions and preceding cold and warm phases contain the precluster instructions. Hence, for each precluster-cluster pair, the aim of our research is to preserve simulation accuracy as we increase the duration of the cold phase while reducing the duration of the warm phase, always leaving the hot phase unchanged. Ad hoc warmup methods that guess a warmup amount (e.g., X % of all precluster instructions) may yield inaccurate results (if warming up only X % of precluster instructions is too few) or fall short of the potential speedup (if warming up fewer than X % of precluster instructions would have still yielded accurate Fig. 1 . Precluster-cluster pair subdivided into cold, warm, and hot phases. Cold phase models only architected state; warm phase models architected state, plus cache hierarchy, plus branch predictor; hot phase models pipeline in cycle-accurate detail. results). Our techniques eschew these heuristics in favor of a more analytical approach and preserve accuracy by determining which references are likely to be germane to each cycle-accurate cluster.
Minimal Subset Evaluation
Minimal subset evaluation (MSE) Haskins, Jr. and Skadron 2001; Haskins, Jr. et al. 2002] computes the probability p of touching some fraction of cache blocks after accesses to m unique memory reference addresses. This probability is computed as a function of the number of cache sets and the degrees of associativity per set. Acceleration is achieved by warming up only the probabilistically minimal subset of precluster instructions as contain the m unique references. Following this warmup period, the given fraction of cache blocks will have been touched at least once with probability p.
To thoroughly discuss MSE it is helpful to define several more variables. Let N be the number of sets in the cache and a be its associativity. (For a directmapped cache therefore, a = 1.) In its most basic form, the MSE formula is used to calculate m: the number of unique reference addresses that must be handled within the cache to touch all N a cache blocks with probability p; that is, m = MSE (N , a, p) . To compute the m necessary to touch only a fraction of the sets, and fraction of the blocks within each set, the basic MSE formula is adapted by adding two "tuning" variables, α, β ∈ (0, 1], thus: m = MSE(α N , βa, p). (The task of choosing good α and β a priori is discussed in Section 4.)
It is interesting to note that the MSE formula does not compute m directly, but rather can be used to iteratively determine m based on the user-chosen p:
We have not derived a closed-form solution for m, but have written software that avoids the intractable computation of the pure MSE formula, and rapidly converges to m for any given p ], using the direct-mapped MSE approximation:
To compensate for the fact that the approximation assumes a direct-mapped cache (a = 1), the MSE approximation becomes m = a · MSEapprox(N , p), which approximates the quotient of the number of ways to select fewer than N cache sets, and the number of ways to select at most N cache sets.
Prior to simulation, we use custom-made software to profile each benchmark's precluster-cluster pairs, to measure the number of unique memory reference addresses that are accessed prior to each cluster. From this, t-the number of instructions preceding a sample cluster that contains m unique reference addresses-was determined. This profiling step is a onetime cost per set of precluster-cluster pairs. Only m must be recomputed for a different cache configuration; from this, t can be determined from previously gathered profile data.
Memory Reference Reuse Latency
Memory reference reuse latency (MRRL) Haskins, Jr. and Skadron 2003] refers to the number of completed instructions between a reference to some memory address M[A] and the next reference to M [A] . To facilitate a rigorous discussion of MRRL, we must establish a relationship between the L instructions in a single precluster-cluster pair and the elements of the dis- Figure 2 .
For our research, we developed software for profiling MRRLs for each precluster-cluster pair. The profiling software maintains several associative arrays of memory reference addresses-one for the instruction stream, one for the data stream, and one for the stream of branch instructions. Elements in the array are ordered pairs containing a memory address and a logical timestamp. As a precluster-cluster pair simulates, the array element corresponding to the currently accessed memory address is timestamped with the number of simulated instructions since the beginning of the current precluster-cluster pair; if a previously encountered address is re-accessed, the difference of the previous timestamp and the current number of completed instructions is temporarily stored as δinsn. These δinsn are used to concurrently build a reuse latency histogram by incrementing the count of the bucket, [a, b] , for which δinsn ∈ [a, b] . When a precluster-cluster section concludes, the profiler outputs its δinsn histogram.
A precluster-cluster histogram gives the number of references whose reuse latencies fall within the n disjoint length intervals of [1, L] . In other words, each histogram gives the count of references for which the number of elapsed instructions between successive accesses to the same address lies within the interval subset bucket j , where j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} for all n buckets. Not surprisingly, the histograms invariably tell the same story when plotted: an overwhelming majority of references are revisited a small number of instructions after their most recent access (i.e., the histogram bucket with the largest population was always bucket 1 ). Thus, the more instructions that complete after an access to M[A], the less likely M[A] is to be accessed again. This is exactly as we had expected, in light of concepts pioneered in Wood et al. [1991] and subsequent work in Kaxiras et al. [2001] .
From the histograms, we calculated the reuse distance corresponding to any desired percentile N , that is, the bucket j for which at least N % of ref-
tions into the precluster-cluster pair. In other words, of all the references in the current precluster-cluster pair, N % have reuse latencies of less than w N instructions.
By engaging warmup w N instructions prior to the current precluster-cluster boundary for large enough 2 N , we know that the overwhelming majority of addresses that will be accessed during the simulation cluster will have been initialized. We argue that if N % of references require only w N instructions between successive accesses, then it is pointless to attempt to initialize the minority ((100 − N )%) of precluster cache and branch predictor interactions that occur more than w N instructions before the cluster, since these references would require disproportionately long to warm up, and probably not be relevant to the cluster's precision.
Sampled Simulation Acceleration
The steps of MSE/MRRL warmup acceleration are enumerated below:
(1) First, the user selects the locations of the cycle-accurate clusters within the benchmark; by corollary noncluster regions are selected simultaneously. Each cluster is paired with its own preceding noncluster (i.e., precluster) region. (2) The user next profiles the benchmark to characterize, for each preclustercluster pair, the occurrences of unique addresses (MSE) or reuse latencies (MRRL) among all references that occur. As this profile data is valid for any cache and branch predictor configuration, this is a onetime cost for each benchmark sample. (3) Simulations can then be run in an aggressive fast-forward mode, updating only architected state. At the designated number of instructions prior to each cluster (as determined by either MSE or MRRL), the simulator shifts into warmup mode where cache hierarchy and branch predictor activity are modeled. Once the cluster is reached, the cache(s) and branch predictor will contain accurate state, and cycle-accurate, simulation begins. This last step repeats for each precluster-cluster pair.
Contrast this approach to the more conservative technique of modeling all precluster cache and branch predictor interactions, that is, FULLWARMUP. Obviously, modeling all precluster cache and branch predictor interactions will maintain perfect state throughout all levels of the cache hierarchy and in the branch predictor, rendering the simulation data impervious to inaccuracies that arise from cold-start bias; only sampling error remains. Reciprocally, STALEWARMUP-as the name implies-does not model any precluster cache or branch predictor interactions, but merely recycles state as it appeared at the conclusion of the previous cluster. While fast-in fact, the fastest warmup strategy-failing to model any cache and branch predictor state prior to each cluster, makes STALEWARMUP susceptible to cold-start bias, as will be shown in Section 6. Our strategy is to decide in advance of actual simulation, a reduced amount of warmup that will not sacrifice accuracy. This separate profiling step is a key component of our warmup acceleration strategy. Measuring critical information beforehand saves time by rescuing the simulator from having to make these measurements as it simulates; instead, these data can be passed to the simulator as command-line parameters or within a file read by the simulator. While we did not measure profiling time as precisely as simulation running times, it appears in general, that the time cost of profiling a benchmark is generally less than the time required to simulate the same benchmark using FULLWARMUP. The small, onetime profiling cost is then amortized over the set of simulator configurations a researcher experiments with, resulting in a substantial time saving since, as will be shown in Section 6, MRRL is capable of achieving nearly 95% on average, of the speedup achieved by FULLWARMUP.
MSE VERSUS MRRL
As stated in Section 1 and demonstrated in , MRRL supersedes MSE completely as a technique for warmup acceleration. The reasons for this include:
(1) No probability calculations. MSE determines a reduced subset of precluster instructions to use for warmup by facilitating a probabilistic assessment of cache capacity based on the number of unique references that the cache handles. While we have derived a tractable approximation to the MSE formula, the probability calculations to compute the minimum number of unique references are still time-consuming due to the lack of a closed-form solution for m which forces us to iterate to the correct value. MRRL makes no such calculations and eliminates this overhead altogether. (2) Directly applicable to all levels of the cache hierarchy. The correctness of the MSE formula is based upon the assumed uniform distribution of unique reference addresses among the N sets of a cache. This spacial uniformity assumption has been rigorously demonstrated Haskins, Jr. and Skadron 2001] by using χ 2 analysis of the unique reference distribution pattern to disprove the null hypothesis that unique memory references are not uniformly distributed. However, while this uniformity was easily demonstrated for relatively small (e.g., N ∈ {512,1024}) first-level caches, this uniformity assumption may not necessarily hold for larger secondary and tertiary caches. Another, more subtle assumption underlying the correctness of MSE is that it is being applied to a stream containing one type of references: instruction fetches or data loads and stores. Deeper levels of the cache hierarchy tend to be unified, hosting both instructions and data. MRRL imposes none of these assumptions. (3) Applicable to warming up branch predictors. Before discussing MSE's shortcomings, it is important to lay a framework for discussing branch prediction. Hennessy and Patterson [1995] describe the canonical branch prediction buffer 3 (BPB) as a tagless cache of 2 n saturating counters indexed by n bits from each branch's instruction pointer. Predictions are based therefore, on perbranch local history. This canonical BPB is the basis for all discussions concerning MRRL's usefulness for accelerating branch predictor warmup. Given p = 99.9% a good direct-mapped estimate for m is 16N ]. Hence, for even a modest, say, 1K-entry (e.g., Alpha 21264 [Kessler et al. 1996] ) local-history BPB, if N = 2 10 a user would have to warm up enough precluster instructions to witness m = 16(2 10 ) = 16,384 unique branches. However, since programs tend to spend a considerable amount of their execution in loops, revisiting the same regions of code repeatedly before moving to new regions [Thiébaut 1989 ], it is possible that any single precluster region may not include 16,384 unique instructions, much less unique branches. While this would not cause MSE to yield inaccurate warmup, the inability of the precluster region to fulfill the MSEprescribed m unique branch instructions will cause MSE to degenerate into FULLWARMUP, completely trading away speed for accuracy. MRRL's acceleration ability does not depend on a dense population of unique control flow instructions, and therefore does not normally degenerate to FULLWARMUP to achieve accurate branch predictor state. Fig. 3 . Front-loaded precluster contains a burst of references to unique addresses very early during the precluster period, followed by a sparse population of uniques; t therefore, encapsulates most of the precluster period. Fig. 4 . Flat-loaded precluster contains sparse, but steady appearance of unique reference addresses throughout the precluster period; t therefore, encapsulates most of the precluster period.
(4) Independence from temporal unique reference distribution. Equally as important as the quantity of unique references, and their spacial distribution among the cache sets, is their temporal distribution throughout the precluster instruction stream. Consider the case where the overwhelming majority of unique memory references are accessed during an intense burst of start-up activity very early during the precluster instructions. Immediately ensuing is a steady-state period where these references are reaccessed repeatedly. Assuming that there are m unique references among the precluster instructions, this temporally front-loaded distribution of unique references diminishes MSE's ability to accelerate warmup because in order to successfully encapsulate these m unique references, warmup must begin long before the cycle-accurate cluster commences, yielding a high value for t; this phenomenon is illustrated in Figure 3 . A similar problem occurs when unique references are sparsely distributed during the precluster instruction stream; this scenario is depicted in Figure 4 . Thus, while MSE yields accurate warmup regardless of the temporal distribution of unique references, maximum warmup acceleration occurs when unique references are located near the start of the cluster as illustrated in Figure 5 . Unlike MSE, MRRL's ability to accelerate warmup does not depend on the temporal distribution of unique references; hence, MRRL naturally avoids complications due to front-loading and flat-loading altogether. (5) Does not require α or β. The large capacity of second-level and third-level caches may preclude their being completely filled, leaving many cache blocks untouched. To accommodate this, MSE utilizes the variables α, β ∈ (0, 1], which specify that only a certain fraction of the sets, and a certain fraction of blocks per set need to be touched since it would be inefficient to Fig. 5 . Back-loaded precluster contains a burst of first references to unique addresses very late during the precluster period; t therefore, requires only a small portion of the precluster period.
determine the MSE-prescribed m unique references to touch all N a cache blocks when only α Nβa blocks will be touched during the precluster instructions. Unfortunately, we were unable to determine a technique for determining α and β without running the simulation using FULLWARMUP to make this determination. This forces us to either guess (violating our quest to construct a rigorous, formal warmup technique) or to let α = β = 1. The former may result in inaccurate warmup; the latter may be overkill which, due to a dearth of unique references, reverts to FULLWARMUP preserving accuracy while failing to accelerate warmup. Thus, while MSE is still a useful tool for reasoning about cache capacity based only on the occurrence of unique references and the dimensions of the cache, its usefulness for yielding actual warmup acceleration in realistic, multilevel cache simulations is limited.
METHODOLOGY
The data discussed in Section 6 were gathered using random cluster sampling as described by Conte et al. [1996] . Random cluster sampling is attractive because its results are amenable to rigorous statistical analysis; we exploit this to demonstrate quantitatively, the merits of MRRL and its predecessor, MSE. In each experiment, clusters containing 1 million contiguous instructions apiece were chosen at random from the end-to-end dynamic instruction stream of each benchmark. Conte et al. use clusters of 100,000 instructions apiece, Wunderlich et al. [2003] use clusters of 1000 instruction apiece, Sherwood et al. [2001 Sherwood et al. [ , 2002 use clusters with instruction counts that are integer multiples of 100 million, and Perelman et al. [2003] show results for clusters of 1-, 10-, and 100 million instructions apiece. Our hypothesis was that medium-sized clusters would cumulatively estimate the true, end-to-end IPC with good accuracy and avail plentiful opportunities for acceleration. For sufficiently large samples, the experimental data show that this hypothesis is correct. A possible avenue for future research would be to experiment with MRRL using random cluster sampling with varying cluster sizes.
To select the clusters, benchmarks were first executed by sim-fast-the rapid instruction-level simulator from the SimpleScalar [Austin; Burger and Austin 1997] toolset-to obtain the end-to-end dynamic instruction count, L. Next, a simple Perl script was used to select the 1-million-instruction clusters at random from the discrete interval [1, L] . The locations of the clusters (as the number of completed instructions relative to the start of execution) were saved to a file, and subsequently used to drive the multiple cluster profiling and simulation steps enumerated in Section 3.3. For each benchmark, the same set of sample clusters was used to experiment with four warmup techniques: FULLWARMUP, MRRL, MSE, and STALEWARMUP.
Sampling (whether random, systematic, stratified, cluster, or multistage [Henry 1990 ]) always produces error because only a subset of a population is measured rather than the entire population. Hence, by sampling, one can only estimate the characteristics of an entire population. Random cluster sampling allows one to rigorously gauge the amount of error and the probability that the amount is significant, based upon the assumption that all members of the population had uniform probability of being included in the sample. Increasing the size of a sample increases the accuracy of the estimation by reducing the sampling error and bringing the estimation value asymptotically nearer to the true value. 4 A key consideration therefore was to determine the number of clusters to draw from each benchmark. For most benchmarks, 50 clusters were sufficient to estimate 5 the end-to-end IPC (i.e., IPC true ) when simulated with FULLWARMUP. For the benchmarks applu and galgel, however, a larger sample had to be drawn to obtain good accuracy; for these, we used samples of 500 clusters.
For the MRRL simulations, the warm phase was engaged w N instructions prior to each cluster for N ∈ {0.990, 0.999}. N = 0.999 has shown good performance in mimicking the accuracy of FULLWARMUP [Haskins, Jr. and Skadron 2003] . N = 0.990 was chosen to test whether the same performance could be demonstrated for a lower value of N . If a lower value for N performs as well as N = 0.999 (i.e., does not deviate from FULLWARMUP by a statistically significant amount), then this lower value of N establishes a tighter lower bound on the minimal necessary N to achieve accurate simulation. If not, then the threshold minimal N can be said to exist somewhere in the interval (0.990, 0.999]. We do not experiment with lower values for N since, as will be shown in Section 6, MRRL 0.990 achieves well over 90% of the maximum potential speedup on average, and deviates from the FULLWARMUP IPC by only 3.88% in the worst case, and less than 1% on average.
Recall that MRRL's profiling step makes MRRL measurements separately for instruction-, data-, and branch addresses. This yields three w N : w N i , w N d , and w N b , respectively. While instruction-and data reference reuse latencies are measured separately, the cache hierarchy we used for our experiments (Table I ) specifies a unified second-level cache, hosting both instructions and data. Therefore, instruction cache modeling and data cache modeling must be engaged simultaneously, since engaging warmup of one reference stream before the other does not accurately mimic the potentially tumultuous relationship between instructions and data for space in the common L2. This would give the first reference stream an unfair, unrealistic opportunity to become established in the L2 and may lead to unrepresentative cache state that adversely impacts the respective miss rates of references to instructions or data during the cycle-accurate hot simulation phases. Accordingly, to capture the prescribed warmup duration, instruction cache simulation and data cache simulation begin at the larger of w N i and w N d instructions prior to the hot phase of simulation. Branch predictor simulation, on the other hand, is independent of cache state at all levels of the hierarchy and is engaged w N b instructions prior to the sample cluster, independently of instruction-and data cache simulation. Haskins, Jr. and Skadron [2001] show that using MSE, all blocks of a simulated direct-mapped cache were touched as predicted with p = 99.9%; progressively more blocks were left untouched after reducing p to 99.0% and 95.0%. Hence, for the MSE experiments, we tested p ∈ {95.0%, 99.9%} as the probabilities of accurate warmup to measure the effect on simulation accuracy under random cluster sampling at these two extremes. The other MSE parameters were dictated by the first-level cache, shown in Table I . While the block width of both the L1 data cache and the L1 instruction cache are identical (32 bytes), the data cache has twice the capacity of the instruction cache. Since the data cache is larger, its dimensions guided the MSE calculation thus: m = 4 · MSEapprox(N , p) ≈ MSE(128, 4, p). Hence, warmup for the MSE experiments was driven entirely by the data cache. MSE is not well suited to warming up very large structures or branch predictors, because the size of the warmup window necessary to achieve probability p of accurate warmup grows rapidly, yielding virtually 0 acceleration over FULLWARMUP ]. Thus, branch prediction defaulted to FULLWARMUP for these experiments, assuring accurate warmup of the branch predictor.
Once each benchmark's sample was selected, the next step was to profile to gather MSE/MRRL data for each benchmark. A Perl script was then used to extract the MSE t and MRRL w N for each benchmark's precluster-cluster pairs. When fed to the multiple cluster simulator, these data were used to demarcate the boundary between the precluster cold phase and warm phase; the previously chosen hot phases (clusters) remained fixed just as they were during the profile.
The metrics used to measure MSE's and MRRL's merit are percent-error IPC deviation from FULLWARMUP, accuracy with respect to the true IPC, statistical significance of deviation by matched-pairs t-test, running time as a percentage of FULLWARMUP, and percentage achieved of the maximum potential speedup.
All benchmarks come from the SPEC CPU2000 suite [Standard Performance Evaluation Corporation 1999]; the binaries were compiled into the Alpha AXP instruction set and statically linked so that the simulations see all userspace program behavior, including library routines. The MRRL profiler and the multiple cluster simulator were adapted from sim-safe and sim-outorder, respectively, from SimpleScalar. To measure simulation time data as accurately as possible, sim-outorder was further modified to use the UNIX system call getrusa ge() to monitor the CPU time of each simulation regardless of other activity on the host system. (All the scripts and software developed for this research are available for download from the MRRL Web site which is linked to from the Web site for the Laboratory for Computer Architecture at Virginia (LAVA) at http://lava.cs.virginia.edu/.)
EVALUATION
Before developing a more formal framework for MSE and MRRL accuracy analysis, it is important to define the components of error and their relationship to microprocessor simulation. Henry [1990] separates error into two components: sampling and nonsampling. Sampling error is an unavoidable consequence of the fact that a sample can only approximately capture characteristics of an entire population. Nonsampling error arises from a failure to ensure the representativeness of the environment in which the sample measurements are taken. In other words, if the environment of the sample does not at least approximate the environment of the population, the measurements taken by sampling will tend to be skewed. In a microprocessor pipeline, the state of the cache and the branch predictor heavily influence instruction throughput [Hennessy and Patterson 1995] and their state constitutes a major component of the instruction stream execution environment. Failure to accurately initialize state within the simulated cache and branch predictor may adversely affect measurements taken during cycle-accurate simulation of the sample clusters; this is the cold-start effect. By modeling all precluster cache and branch predictor interactions, however FULLWARMUP simulation is impervious to nonsampling error; hence, the chief objective for each of MSE and MRRL was to develop a warmup strategy that accelerates warmup without adding additional nonsampling error (i.e., to develop a warmup strategy whose estimated IPC does not deviate from the estimated IPC generated by FULLWARMUP by a statistically significant amount).
We begin by intuitively demonstrating (1) that MSE and MRRL reliably approximate FULLWARMUP, and (2) the importance of adequate warmup. Since, by definition, FULLWARMUP is invulnerable against nonsampling error, if the estimated IPCs generated by MSE and MRRL deviate only slightly from IPCs generated by FULLWARMUP, then MSE and MRRL add negligible additional nonsampling error. On the other hand, STALEWARMUP, which merely recycles cache and branch predictor state between sample clusters, will be shown to be capable of increasing nonsampling error substantially.
Recall that our research objective is not to describe techniques for choosing good samples, but to compare warmup strategies that are capable of accelerating warmup while maintaining the accuracy of simulation results. We chose to employ random cluster sampling for ease of use, precedent [Conte et al. 1996; Haskins, Jr. and Skadron 2003] , and amenability to rigorous statistical analysis. Additionally, random cluster sampling is immune to systematic error [Taylor 1982 ] which may arise, for example, if uniform separation of sample clusters-the distinguishing characteristic of systematic sampling-overlays some periodic behavior embedded within the dynamic instruction stream. If the periodic behavior captured is exclusive of other behaviors, then the simulation results will be skewed accordingly, biasing the outcome. On the other hand, if the variance within the systematic sample is greater than the variance of the entire population (i.e., among all possible clusters within the end-to-end instruction stream), then the systematic sample will be more precise than a random sample of clusters [Cochran 1977 ]. It would be unduly cumbersome, however, to attempt to measure the population-wide variance of instruction throughput measurements to prove this superior accuracy if it exists for the chosen sample. While previous research indicates that systematic error is a relatively minor concern for accurate microarchitecture simulation [Wunderlich et al. 2003 ] and trace-driven evaluation of memory systems [Crowley and Baer 1999] , random cluster sampling is a conservative alternative that freed us from concerns over systematic error as we performed our statistical analysis.
As a target accuracy we decided that the sampled results generated by FULLWARMUP (i.e., IPC FULLWARMUP ) should deviate from the true, end-toend mean IPC (i.e., IPC true ) by less than 5%. Except for two benchmarks, applu and galgel, this was easily accomplished by simulating a randomly selected set of 50 1-million-instruction cycle-accurate sample clusters. A sample of 500 1-million-instruction cycle-accurate sample clusters was necessary for facerec and galgel to conform to this threshold.
As a first step, we begin by validating random cluster sampling under FULLWARMUP. This validation is critical because it justifies our comparisons of MSE, MRRL, and STALEWARMUP to FULLWARMUP. As Table II shows, for suitably chosen samples, FULLWARMUP does well at eliminating nonsampling error due to cold-start bias by approximating the true end-to-end IPC 6 with less 6 Most of these IPCs come from the SimPoint [Sherwood et al. ] Web site; this was a very substantial benefit to our research, sparing us the irony of performing expensive end-to-end simulations to demonstrate the benefits of warmup techniques tasked with obviating precisely this. Each of the SimPoint IPCs were generated for a specific configuration of sim-outorder (linked to from the site). MSE, MRRL, FULLWARMUP, and STALEWARMUP experiments compared against these IPCs use the same sim-outorder configuration and the same benchmark binaries. The few other true IPCs were gathered by brute-force simulation on our own compute servers, also using the same SimPoint configuration file. since, for enough sample clusters, FULLWARMUP is demonstrably able to achieve our target deviation of less than 5% relative to IPC true , the ability of all the other warmup techniques (STALEWARMUP, MSE, MRRL) to defeat nonsampling error will be judged by their mean IPCs' relative error to the sample mean IPC generated by FULLWARMUP. Notice the STALEWARMUP percent-error deviation from IPC FULLWARMUP for the benchmarks facerec and galgel of −10.46% and −11.61%, respectively. These deviations-substantially larger than those of the other benchmarksare qualitative evidence that inadequate warmup can compromise simulation accuracy by failing to mitigate nonsampling error; although this only happens for two of the benchmarks, it evidences the devastating impact of rampant nonsampling error resulting from a failure to establish accurate cache and branch predictor state.
Having intuitively established the unreliability of STALEWARMUP, we sketch first-pass evidence of MSE's and MRRL's reliability in Section 6.1; more rigorous, quantitative evidence of the reliability of MSE and MRRL, and the unreliability of STALEWARMUP will be given in Sections 6.2 and 6.3. In Section 6.4, we will show that although MSE and MRRL are roughly identically successful at reducing nonsampling error (both deviating from FULLWARMUP by less than 1% on average), MRRL has a large speedup advantage over MSE. = 3.94% makes the deviation look much worse than it really is when one considers that the absolute error is so small: 0.554-0.533 = 0.021, or 21 thousands of an instruction per cycle. This assertion is further corroborated by Table IV , which shows that fma3d falls within the 95% confidence interval in all four cases.
IPC Accuracy Compared to IPC true
While MRRL 0.999 , MRRL 0.990 , MSE 99.9% , and MSE 95.0% are apparently sound warmup strategies, and STALEWARMUP apparently unsound, we will now rigorously demonstrate these hypotheses. For each benchmark, the mean instruction throughput was measured by counting the number of cycles consumed in executing the sample clusters. Dividing the total number of executed instructions by this amount yielded the overall sample IPC (i.e., IPC). For a well-chosen sample, this sample IPC will be a good estimate of the end-to-end IPC. The standard error is a useful tool to analyze the goodness of a sample estimate [Freund 1971; Sternstein 1996] . The standard error is computed as the quotient of the percluster sample standard deviation in IPC and the square root of the number of clusters:
We assume that error is normally distributed 7 [Conte et al. 1996; Kendall and Stuart 1968] ; hence, the 95% confidence interval is IPC ± 1.96s IPC Table V shows, however, that the 95% confidence interval failed to predict the relative error between IPC FULLWARMUP and IPC true for these same two benchmarks! Since FULLWARMUP models all precluster cache and branch predictor interactions, it impervious to nonsampling error; hence, its failure to predict the relative error for these benchmarks is attributable to sampling error. Perfectly mimicking FULLWARMUP in this way is further evidence that MRRL at N = 0.999 and N = 0.990, and MSE at p = 99.9% and p = 95.0% do well at approximating FULLWARMUP. In other words, MRRL 0.999 , MRRL 0.990 , MSE 99.9% , and MSE 95.0% do well at eliminating nonsampling error. Notice also, Table V shows, the STALEWARMUP result does not successfully predict their relative error deviation from IPC true . This evidence rigorously and quantitatively confirms the hypothesis that their respective −10.46% and −11.61% percent-error deviations from the IPC FULLWARMUP sample means are statistically significant.
IPC Accuracy According to Matched-Pairs t-Test
Statistical hypothesis testing can also be used to demonstrate the significance of the difference between IPC generated by FULLWARMUP and IPC generated by another warmup technique. In this way, hypothesis testing builds a case against the null hypothesis, which for our research is that simulations using FULLWARMUP yield a different mean IPC from simulations using MRRL 0.999 , MRRL 0.990 , MSE 99.9% , MSE 95.0% , and STALEWARMUP. (In our experiments this hypothesis was usually rejected for MRRL and MSE, but rarely for STALEWARMUP, providing further rigorous evidence in support of the necessity of adequate warmup prior to cycle-accurate simulation.) In particular, we used the matched-pairs t-test to compare each benchmark's FULLWARMUP percluster IPCs against the percluster IPCs generated by the other warmup techniques. In this test, the IPC of the ith FULLWARMUP cluster is paired with its counterpart ith, MRRL N or MSE p cluster IPC. From this set of pairs, the set of cluster IPC differences is calculated and used to compute a t-score based on the difference of the means, the standard error of the means, and their Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient [Underwood et al. 1954] .
If, for example, one wishes to compute a t-score for the matched-pairs difference between FULLWARMUP and MRRL N , t is computed, thus:
where µ X − µ Y is the difference of the FULLWARMUP and MRRL N cluster means σ X and σ Y are the standard errors among the FULLWARMUP and MRRL N cluster IPCs, 8 and r X Y is the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient between the FULLWARMUP and MRRL N cluster IPCs. When computing t-scores for matched samples, it is necessary to compensate for the likely positive correlation that exists between the paired elements, since the difference between the means of a pair of positively correlated matched samples tends to be lower than the difference between the means of randomly paired (i.e., uncorrelated) samples. (In fact, when r X Y = 0, the denominator of the matched-pairs t-score formula degenerates to the denominator of the formula for computing the t-score of randomly paired samples.) The higher 9 the r X Y , the higher the t-score. In essence, the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient protects against understating the case that a statistically significant difference exists between paired samples that are positively correlated.
Our experiments measure the effects of each warmup strategy as different "treatments" of the same sample population [Underwood et al. 1954] , which obviously demonstrates a very high correlation between the paired sample elements from one warmup technique to the next. This process was used to compare FULLWARMUP to MRRL 0.999 , MRRL 0.990 , MSE 99.9% , MSE 95.0% , and STALEWARMUP.
At the 5% level of significance, the critical t-score 10 for 50-cluster samples is 2.0096, and the critical t-score for the 500-cluster samples (applu and galgel) is 1.9647. We converted the t-score generated by each experiment into its equivalent p-value which is a probabilistic measurement of the likelihood of obtaining the given t-score. (equake, fma3d, lucas, mcf, and mgrid) . Among a preponderance of these experiments, however, there is a statistically significant difference at the 5% level which is to say that there is insufficient evidence to reject the null hypothesis that IPC measured via STALEWARMUP differs from IPC measured via FULLWARMUP. We conclude the same to be true of STALEWARMUP in general. This, combined with the large (and statistically proven significant At the 5% level of significance, 11 of 16 benchmarks' t-scores showed insufficient evidence to reject the null hypothesis which states that IPC as measured by FULLWARMUP differs from IPC as measured by STALEWARMUP. For a strong majority of the benchmarks that were warmed up by the other warmup strategies, on the other hand, sufficient evidence does exist to reject this hypothesis. Entries in bold typeface fail to reject the null hypothesis at the 5% level of significance.
[Section 6.2, Table III) . We qualitatively drew the conclusion that although the percent-error deviation was 3.94%, because the absolute error was so small-0.021 instructions per cycle-the deviation was insignificant. Table VII shows the speedup results relative to FULLWARMUP for the random cluster sampling experiments. (All timing data for MSE and MRRL experiments represent the sum of the time spent in all three phases of simulation: cold, warm, and hot. FULLWARMUP timing data, on the other hand, by definition represent the sum of the time spent in warm and hot simulation exclusively; STALEWARMUP timing data used to compute the quantities in Table VIII , by definition represent the sum of the time spent in cold and hot simulation exclusively.) Notice the high percentage of FULLWARMUP running times required by benchmarks for MSE 99.9% and MSE 95.0% , relative to the more drastic reductions for MRRL 0.999 and MRRL 0.990 . In all cases, the MSE experiments required greater than 85% of the running times required by FULLWARMUP, while MRRL generally required less than 70%. This is one of MRRL's more significant strengths over its predecessor: the ability to maintain a high level of accuracy in much less time than MSE. cold-warm-hot simulation loop discussed in Section 3. Since the complexity of the simulation performed by the cold phase is less than the complexity of the simulation performed by the warm phase, whose complexity is less than the hot phase, perinstruction simulation time within the cold phase is less than that for the warm phase, which is less than that for the hot phase (i.e.,
Simulation Acceleration

O(cold) < O(warm) < O(hot))
. MSE, MRRL, and STALEWARMUP reduce simulation running times by modifying the simulation of the precluster instructions to increase the number of cold phase instructions while reducing the number of warm phase instructions. (Recall that for a precluster-cluster pair, the cold phase and warm phase instructions compose the precluster set of instructions, while the hot phase is the set of cluster instructions.) Hence, the maximum running time reduction for a precluster-cluster pair eliminates all warm phase simulation, rendering the precluster-cluster pair a cold phase followed immediately by a cycle-accurate hot phase; this is precisely what STALEWARMUP does. 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Minimal subset evaluation and memory reference reuse latency are two techniques that can reduce the running times of sampled simulations by reducing the amount of time spent warming up simulated cache and branch predictor state prior to each sample cluster. MSE computes a minimal number of unique references that must be handled within a cache in order to touch a certain fraction of cache blocks at least once; warmup commences at a point prior to cycleaccurate simulation such that the MSE-prescribed number of unique references will be encountered. MRRL works by profiling the reuse latency (in number of completed instructions) between consecutive accesses to each memory address or control-flow instruction; warmup commences at a point coincident with a user-chosen percentile of reuse latency measurements.
Both warmup acceleration methodologies speed up simulation by performing simulation in three phases: cold, warm, and hot. Hot phase simulation models microarchitectural activity in cycle-accurate detail; this is the level of modeling done during the sample clusters. The warm phase and the cold phase jointly compose the precluster instruction stream. Whereas the cold phase models only the programmer-visible architected state, the warm phase additionally models cache and branch predictor activity. Hence, hot phase simulation is more time-consuming per simulated instruction than warm phase simulation, which is more time-consuming per simulated instruction than cold phase simulation. Both acceleration methodologies reduce simulation running times by simultaneously maximizing the duration of the cold phase and minimizing the duration of the warm phase. This is in contrast to other simulation research which only implement, (coarsely speaking) a warm phase and a hot phase of simulation [Perelman et al. 2003; Sherwood et al. 2001 , Wunderlich et al. 2003 ]. While the experiments presented in this paper utilize random cluster sampling, a key research goal of MSE and MRRL was to develop a warmup acceleration methodology that is as independent as possible from the sampling regime. Both can offer even further acceleration to previously discussed sampling techniques, but both prioritize simulation accuracy above acceleration, and (as was discussed in conjunction with Wunderlich et al. [2003] in Section 2, and demonstrated for MSE in Section 6) will completely trade away speedup to preserve accuracy if there are insufficient intercluster instructions to justify shortening the warmup period.
Critically important to both acceleration methodologies is that neither MSE nor MRRL contributes significantly to nonsampling error due to cold-start bias. Whereas cache and branch predictor activity are always modeled during cycleaccurate cluster simulation, MSE and MRRL only model a subset of the cache and branch predictor activity immediately preceding each sample cluster. For both, the percent-error deviation from FULLWARMUP was less than 1% on average. This was shown to be statistically insignificant in that all but two benchmarks' 95% confidence intervals predicted the observed deviation from the true, end-to-end IPC; furthermore, FULLWARMUP simulations of the same two benchmarks also failed to predict the observed error. FULLWARMUP's resistance to cold-start nonsampling error implies that the failure of MSE, MRRL, and FULLWARMUP to predict the observed error is attributable to sampling error: the inevitable consequence of measuring only a subset of any population. Hence, both MSE, and MRRL accomplish the objective of maintaining small nonsampling error, and mimic FULLWARMUP well. Merely recycling cache and branch predictor state between successive clusters (as with STALEWARMUP) on the other hand, introduced large, statistically significant increases in the nonsampling bias.
While both MSE and MRRL perform very well at abating nonsampling bias, the clear victor at realizing the maximum potential speedup (i.e., the speedup achieved by STALEWARMUP) is MRRL cutting simulation running times by approximately 50% on average, which is roughly 95% of the maximum potential speedup. Thus, we have established MRRL, the successor and replacement to MSE, for accelerating warmup in sampled simulation.
With the growing interest in rigorous and accelerated simulation techniques, a major area for future work is to find the optimal combination of sampling and reduced-warmup techniques and parameters. Other interesting avenues of future research include determining whether statistical measurements of reference reuse latencies such as explored in Phalke and Gopinath [1995] (who model reuse latencies as kth order Markov chains) can be successfully applied to quantify temporal locality with sufficient accuracy to enable accurate, accelerated MRRL simulation, and whether singlepass methods can be used to facilitate accurate accelerated branch predictor warmup.
The MRRL profiler software and modified version of sim-outorder are linked to from the Laboratory for Computer Architecture at Virginia Web site at http://lava.cs.virginia.edu/.
